The Ciney flea market and antique fair

Event planned for the month of October 2021
Ciney Expo
Ciney – 5590
Phone number (main contact): +32 83 21 33 94
Telephone de reservation: +32 83 21 33 94

The Ciney flea market and antique fair bring together 500 exhibitors (from all over Europe) and nearly 15,000 of visitors every year at Ciney Expo. The event is held three times a year, in spring, summer and autumn.

Program

No stalls here: trucks park by the Ciney Expo and unload their treasures straight on the pavement. It’s quite an atmosphere. By 2 pm on Friday, they will be ready to welcome visitors, revealing their selection of rare and unusual objects. A real paradise for curious minds, collectors and treasure hunters! Here you will find the missing piece in your collection, a piece of furniture for your kitchen or the perfect painting for the living room. There is much to explore throughout the weekend and fantastic bargains to make:

- furniture
- clockwork
- silverwork
- goldsmith
- religious art
- folk art
- vintage and contemporary jewels
- paintings
The halls of the Ciney Expo will open to the public the Saturday and Sunday, featuring more stalls with vintage gems as well as the antique fair, which focus in on medieval furniture and items.

An expert will be present, should you have any question on the pieces on show - the service is free.

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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